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Splitting Inventory

• Physical and electronic inventory should be on separate bib records in Alma
― Physical = Holdings with items
― Electronic = Portfolios

• Electronic portfolios should not be ordered from a Network Zone (NZ) or Institution Zone (IZ) physical 
format bib record. Electronic portfolios should be ordered in Alma from either the:
1. Community Zone (CZ) 
2. Institution Zone (IZ)  

• Bib records with physical and electronic inventory in Alma may have:
1. Migrated on the same bib record because physical and electronic inventory was on the same bib 

record in Aleph and the Aleph number was included on the P2E form
2. Accidentally ordered electronic portfolios on the physical bib record in Alma
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Splitting Inventory

• The P2E process:
1. Created the electronic portfolio on the physical bib record
2. Created an IZ only electronic portfolio

• The IZ electronic portfolios are not linked to the CZ and will, therefore, have an IZ icon
3. 865 $u was used to add the linking information to the portfolio

• MARC 856 did not migrate in the bib record unless otherwise specified during migration
4. Included the electronic provider name if the information was included in 856 $z 

• This is helpful to determine which CZ electronic collection the electronic portfolio should be 
linked to
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Splitting Inventory

• Electronic portfolios:
― Must be split record by record because there are no jobs in Alma that can split inventory
― The URL in the portfolio editor can be used to help identify the electronic collection if the 

collection name is not populated from migration

• Steps to Split electronic portfolios from physical bib records:
1. Identify electronic portfolios to be split
2. Review electronic portfolios to be split
3. Relink electronic portfolios or Delete electronic portfolios



Identify Inventory to Split
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Identify Inventory to Split

• Inventory that needs to be split can be identified:
― Individually during typical workflows
― Analytics report

• The following analytics reports can be used to identify inventory that needs to be split:
1. Physical and Electronic Inventory on a Physical Bib Record

• Identifies portfolios to be split
2. Electronic Inventory Only on Physical Bib Records

• Identifies portfolios not linked to the CZ that need to be split
• The bib records may or may not have other inventory

3. Physical and Electronic on the Same Bib Record
• Identifies either physical inventory or portfolios that need to be split

• The following role is required to access analytics:
― Designer Analytics
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Identify Inventory to Split

To access the “Physical and Electronic Inventory 
on a Physical Bib Record” report

1. Go to Analytics>Analytics>Design 
Analytics

2. Click Catalog
3. Expand the "Shared Folders"
4. Expand the "Community" folder
5. Expand the "Reports" folder
6. Expand the "Consortia" folder
7. Expand the "SUNY" folder
8. Expand the "Resource Management" 

folder
9. Click Open from the "Physical and 

Electronic Inventory on a Physical Bib 
Record" report

Path: /Share Folders/Community/Reports/Consortia/SUNY/Resource Management



Review Electronic Portfolios

to be Split
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Review Electronic Portfolios to be Split

To review the electronic portfolio to be split:
1. Perform an “All Titles: [Keywords or MMS ID]: [MMS ID]” repository search to view both physical and 

electronic inventory:

2. Perform an "Electronic Portfolio: Title: Title" repository search to see if the electronic portfolio already 
exists in either the IZ or the CZ:
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Review Electronic Portfolios to be Split

To review the electronic portfolio to be split:
3. Determine how to handle the electronic portfolio being split:

1. If it is an IZ electronic portfolio is being split from a physical bib record because a portfolio does 
not already exist:
1. Determine the collection the portfolio needs to be linked to

 The link came be found on the Linking tab of the portfolio if the electronic collection is not 
populated

2. Use “Link to Community” workflow to link the IZ electronic portfolio to the CZ
2. If it is a CZ electronic portfolio being split from a physical bib record because a portfolio does not 

already exist:
1. Use "Relink to another bibliographic record" workflow to relink the electronic portfolio to the 

CZ bib record
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Review Electronic Portfolios to be Split

To review the electronic portfolio to be split:
3. Determine how to handle the electronic portfolio being split continued:

3. If the IZ portfolio will not be linked to the CZ
1. Export the electronic format bib record from OCLC to the IZ
2. Relink the portfolio to the exported bib using "Relink to another bib record" and select the IZ 

bib record
3. Edit the portfolio and select "Attach to an electronic collection" to add it to a local or CZ 

collection
4. Delete the electronic portfolio being split if another portfolio already exists either

• Manually from the electronic portfolio OR
• Using the "Delete Portfolios" job for an “Electronic Portfolio” set created using the portfolio ids
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Review Electronic Portfolios to be Split

To review the electronic portfolio to be split:
4. Determine whether to use the CZ descriptive record

• If you do not want to use the CZ descriptive record:
1. Export the electronic format bib record from OCLC to the IZ
2. Relink the portfolio to the exported bib using "Relink to another bib record" and select the IZ 

bib record
3. Then, link the IZ portfolio to the CZ collection using "Link to Community"



Splitting Electronic Portfolios from 

Physical Bib Records
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Splitting 
Electronic 
Portfolios 
from 
Physical 
Bib 
Records 
Workflow
Flowchart
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

IZ electronic portfolio to be split that will be 
linked to the CZ:

1. Perform an "Electronic Portfolio" 
repository search for the electronic 
portfolio to be split

2. Click Link to Community from the 
ellipses

3. Click on the radio button next to the 
electronic portfolio/collection to be 
relinked to

4. Click Next
5. Click Next
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

IZ electronic portfolio to be split that will be 
linked to the CZ:

6. Select source of descriptive 
information: [Select "Use descriptive 
metadata from the community']

7. Click Next
8. Click Link to the Community

• Click Cancel if an error message 
appears stating “The selected 
portfolio already belongs to the 
selected electronic collection”

• Then, delete the portfolio to be 
split
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

IZ electronic portfolio to be split that will not be 
linked to the CZ:

1. Export the correct format bib record to the 
IZ from OCLC if it does not already exist

2. Perform an "Electronic Portfolio" repository 
search for the electronic portfolio to be 
split

3. Click Edit Portfolio
4. Click Relink to another bibliographic record

1. Click on the "Select from list" icon
2. Search for the title in the IZ
3. Click on the Title
4. Handle bibliographic records without 

inventory: [Select "Delete 
bibliographic record(s)"]

5. Click Confirm
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

IZ electronic portfolio to be split that will 
not be linked to the CZ:

5. Click Attach to an electronic 
collection
1. Click the "Select from list" icon
2. Search for the electronic 

collection the record should be 
linked to 

3. Click Confirm
6. Click Cancel or Save

• Cancel - if no changes have 
been made to the electronic 
portfolio

• Save - if changes have been 
made to the electronic portfolio
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

CZ electronic portfolio to be split:
1. Perform an "Electronic Portfolio" repository search for the electronic portfolio to be split
2. Click Edit Portfolio
3. Click Relink to another bibliographic record
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Splitting Electronic Portfolios from Physical Bib Records

CZ electronic portfolio to be split:
4. Choose title: 

1. Click the "Select from list" icon
2. Search for the CZ bib record the 

electronic portfolio should be linked 
to

3. Click on the Title
4. Handling bibliographic records 

without inventory: [Select “Delete 
bibliographic record(s)”]

5. Click Confirm
6. Click Cancel or Save

• Cancel - if no changes have been 
made to the electronic portfolio

• Save - if changes have been made to 
the electronic portfolio



Deleting Electronic Portfolios
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Deleting Electronic Portfolios

• Electronic portfolios only need to be deleted if a CZ electronic portfolio already exists in the repository 
for the electronic portfolio and linking the portfolio to the CZ would create a duplicate portfolio

• Electronic portfolios can be deleted:
― Manually
― Using a job
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Deleting Electronic Portfolios

To manually delete electronic portfolios:
1. Search for the electronic portfolio using an "Electronic Portfolio" repository search
2. Click Delete from the ellipses
3. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)"]
4. Click Confirm
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Deleting Electronic Portfolios

Delete a set of portfolios using a job:
1. Go to Admin>Manage Jobs and Set>Run a Job
2. Select the “Delete portfolios” job
3. Click Next
4. Select the set
5. Click Next
6. Portfolio is linked to an active PO-line: [Select one}

• Skip
• Delete portfolio

7. Portfolio is linked to an active e-Activation task: [Select one]
• Skip
• Delete portfolio

8. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)]
9. Click Submit
10. Click Confirm
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Deleting Electronic Portfolios



Troubleshooting
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Troubleshooting

Possible scenarios that may be encountered while splitting electronic inventory from physical bib records:
1. No matching CZ electronic portfolio in the collection 
2. The institution does not want to use the descriptive metadata of the community zone record 
3. The electronic portfolio already belongs to the selected electronic collection
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Troubleshooting

No matching portfolio in the CZ collection:
1. Export the electronic format bib record to the institution's IZ from OCLC Connexion
2. Search for the electronic portfolio in the repository using: Electronic portfolio: [Title, Portfolio pid, 

etc.]: [enter search terms]
3. Click Edit Portfolio
4. Click Relink to another bibliographic record
5. Choose Title:

1. Click on the "Select from list" icon
2. Search for the bib record from step 1 in the IZ
3. Click on the title

6. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)"]
7. Click Confirm
8. Click Attach to Another Collection
9. Click the "Select from list" icon
10. Search for the collection the electronic portfolio will be attached to
11. Click on the collection name
12. Click Confirm
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Troubleshooting
The institution does not want to use the descriptive metadata of the community zone record :

1. Export the correct electronic format bib record from OCLC Connexion to the IZ
2. Search for the electronic portfolio using an "Electronic Portfolios" repository search
3. Click Edit Portfolio
4. Click Relink to another bibliographic record
5. Choose Title:

1. Click on the "Select from list" icon
2. Search for the bib record from step 1 in the IZ
3. Click on the title

6. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)"]
7. Click Confirm
8. Click Link to Community from the ellipses
9. Choose title:

8. Click the "Select from list" icon
9. Search for the CZ bib record the electronic portfolio should be linked to
10. Click on the record
11. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)]

10. Click Confirm
11. Click Cancel or Save
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Troubleshooting

The electronic portfolio already belongs to the selected electronic collection:
1. Click Cancel when the error message appears stating “The selected portfolio already belongs to the selected 

electronic collection”
2. Delete the electronic portfolio instead of using the "Link to Community" workflow because it already exists

1. Click Delete from the ellipses of the portfolio
2. Handling bibliographic records without inventory: [Select "Delete bibliographic record(s)"]
3. Click Confirm



Supporting Documentation
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Supporting Documentation

SUNY:
• SLS Libguide: Splitting Inventory

https://slcny.libguides.com/c.php?g=986218&p=8016831

